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I’d like to personally thank everyone who
participated in this benchmarking study.
By including your center in this study, you
are delving into the intricacies of this
industry and, in my mind, allowing for the
enhancement of the patient experience.
By submitting data, you’re assisting your
center, as well as other JDJ clients, through
the optimization of medication security and
diversion prevention.
I’m very excited to present this long-anticipated benchmarking
study: Drug Diversion Prevention. We’ve received responses from
102 facilities! This information is meant to aid you and your center
as you develop, or possibly improve, your own diversion
prevention plan. Please use this study as an audit tool to measure
your facility’s preparedness.
To best understand the following graphs and tables, please have
your data collection sheet available. If you have any questions
please contact Madison Kramer, MPH at
Madison@jdjconsulting.net
Thank you again for taking the time to participate in our Drug
Diversion Prevention benchmarking study!
Sincerely,
John Karwoski, RPh, MBA
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DELIVERING THE INFORMATION YOU NEED!

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Question 2: How does your facility track inventory of controlled substances?

Inventory Tracking of Controlled Substances
Appendix A
is our
sample
perpetual
inventory!

90

Number of Centers

80
70
60
50

87

40
30
20
10
0

5

2x/day

1x/day

2

<1x/day

Perpetual Inventory Declining

13

Separate
Inventory Sheets
per CS

2

Automated
dispensing
cabinet

If you’re not using an automated dispensing cabinet such as
Pyxis, Cubex, or Omnicell, JDJ Consulting recommends utilizing a
perpetual declining inventory to track your controlled substance
stock. This allows you to have an easy-to-read snapshot of your
current controlled substance inventory. Tracking inventory should
be simple for staff and any visitors to read, such as a surveyor or
consultant pharmacists. For an example of this type of narcotic
record, please see APPENDIX A at the end of this document.
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Some clients reported that they track inventory of controlled
substances in multiple ways.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Question 3: Does anesthesia staff use sheets to track narcotic usage for their bag/
box during the day?

Anesthesia Controlled Substance Daily Tracking
Appendix B
is our
sample
anesthesia
sheet!

Number of Centers

60
50
40

60

30
20

25

10
0

6

One Sheet, all
CS, w/ Pt.
Stickers

One Sheet, all
CS, w/ Pt. info
written in

One Sheet
per drug

8

Other

Using a single sheet for the anesthesia provider’s controlled
substance stock makes reconciliation simple. Providers must only
maintain a single piece of paper with their pack and can easily
review the day’s usage and wastage. By providing a spot on this
sheet for a patient sticker, CRNAs and anesthesiologists can save
time. Not to mention, this eliminates any question about which
patient received which drug, should handwriting be difficult to
read.
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Some clients reported that they track inventory of controlled
substances in multiple ways.

Questions 4 + 5: Anesthesia records for controlled substances
Anesthesia records
should be
reconciled daily to
ensure accurate
counts and
safeguard against
vial splitting.

Is the anesthesia record
reconciled daily?
9%

Ask about
our
sample
anesthesia
records!

91%

Y

Each day,
anesthesia
providers should
begin a new
anesthesia record.
Otherwise,
reconciliation
cannot be
performed daily.
This might affect
accurate controlled
substance counts.
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N

The same anesthesia record is
used for multiple days
16%

84%

Y

N

Question 6: Does your facility complete a biennial narcotic
count more often than once every 2 years?
Biennial Narcotic Count performed more than once
every 2 years

44%
56%

Y

N

While it’s only required to complete a biennial
narcotic count once every two years, some
centers choose to complete a full inventory
more frequently. The biennial count is used as a
time-point in the history of the center’s narcotic
inventory. Should the accuracy of the controlled
substance inventory ever come into question,
the biennial inventory is the last point in time
that the count can be verified.
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PROPOFOL
Question 7: Is Propofol on your formulary?
95% of
you stock
Propofol

Is Propofol counted?
38%
62%

Is Propofol stored with CS
stock?
Y

N
72%
28%

Do you require two licensed
signatures to waste it?

Y

N

¼ of respondent's report
24%
76%

10

Y

N

counting Propofol. For years,
the justification for counting
Propofol was purely as a drug
diversion deterrent. However,
it’s recently become popular as
a means of preventing vial
splitting.

Question 8: Is the main controlled substance stock accessed
more than twice a day?
Main Controlled Substance stock accessed more than
twice a day
46%

54%

Y

N

Question 9: Do RNs confirm count of CS when they retrieve a
dose for administration?
Nursing staff confirms CS count per dose
15%

85%

Y

11

N

Question 10: Is your pharmacy report presented at the medical
board meeting?

Pharmacy Report is presented at Medical
Board
13%

87%

Y

N

If you don’t already present the pharmacy
inspection report to your Medical Board meetings,
consider adding it to your agenda. Many JDJ
Consulting clients utilize our pharmacy inspection
reports as sources of performance improvement
projects.
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WASTING OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
Part B of the data collection sheet focused on how
facilities are wasting controlled substances. Proper
wasting of controlled substance waste is an extremely
important component of minimizing narcotic diversion.
The questions asked on our data collection sheet relate
to best practice and regulatory compliance. The
questions were designed to measure compliance.
Question 11: Do anesthesia staff members always obtain a
second signature when documenting the waste of controlled
substances?
2nd signature always obtained by
Anesthesia
0%

100%

Y

13

N

Anesthesia staff should always
obtain a second signature
when documenting the
wastage of controlled
substances. This may be a
partial syringe or a partial vial.
In any case, disposal of
controlled substances must be
witnessed by 2 licensed
professionals.

WASTING OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
Question 12: Are witness signatures always obtained during the
time the drug is wasted?
Wastage Witnessing Practices
APPENDIX
C is our
sample
partial
dose policy

Number of Centers

60
50
40
30

46

53

20
10
0

10

A. Waste witnessed
immediately after
administration

B. Waste
witnessed at end of
procedure

C. Waste is held
until the end of
the day

• Wastage should be witnessed immediately after the
medication is administered, and if not possible, at the very
latest, at the conclusion of the procedure. Partial syringes and
vials should not be held until the end of the day.
• Some clients answered with more than one response. One
respondent answered both A & B; three respondents
answered both A, B, & C; one respondent answered B & C;
one respondent answered A & C.
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Some clients reported that partial doses are witnessed at different
times in different scenarios.

WASTING OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
Question 13: Do staff ever sign as a witness for wastage that they
were not present for?
6 Respondents answered that YES, staff sign for wastage that
they were not present for. Staff should never be asked to sign
their name as a witness to a partial syringe or vial being wasted
that they did not see administered and then wasted. Nor should
another CRNA, anesthesiologist, or physician sign for waste that
they did not personally see wasted.

Question 14: Have you ever asked nursing staff whether
they’ve been asked to co-sign for wastage without
60.3% of
witnessing the drug being disposed of?

respondents
have never
asked their
staff

95% of
respondents
have never
been
approached
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Question 15: Has any of your staff
approached you to state that they’ve been
asked to co-sign for wastage without witnessing?

WASTING OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES

Question 16: Has any of your staff refused to
provide a signature for witnessing wastage?

10% of
respondents
reported
staff have
refused to
sign

It’s important to maintain healthy lines of
communication with all staff at the center.
Consider surveying staff, even anonymously, to
see if they’ve ever been asked or pressured to witness wastage
that they were not personally present for. If staff have been
asked to sign for wastage they did not witness, ensure a safe,
non-punitive reporting environment. Staff should feel
comfortable refusing to sign as a witness if they were not
present for the wasting of partial doses.
Ensure that anesthesia providers are aware that each wasted
dose must be signed by themselves and another licensed
professional. Daily anesthesia narcotic records cannot be signed
at the bottom to cover the wasting of an entire day’s partial
doses.
If providers forget to obtain a 2nd signature, remind them of
protocol. However, take note if the same provider repeatedly
lacks a witness for partial doses. This is considered a RED FLAG
in drug diversion prevention!
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Video Surveillance
Question 17: Does your facility utilize video surveillance?

44%
56%

Y

N

80.4% of
respondents
reported that
their facility
was equipped
with a security
system.

Video surveillance is becoming increasingly popular at surgery
centers and hospitals. As cameras become more affordable and
the “cloud” offers nearly limitless storage, healthcare facilities
are finding surveillance to be an accessible safeguard for their
staff and property. If you utilize video surveillance, or are
currently investigating surveillance options, consider what areas
you might need watched, how long you will keep the video for,
whether it will be reviewed periodically or only if an incident
occurs, and who might have access to the footage.
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Video Surveillance
Question 18: What areas have video surveillance capabilities?
Video Surveillance Areas
40

Number of Centers
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20
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Clients with video surveillance circled all answers that applied.

Video Surveillance
Question 19: Is your video surveillance continuous or motion
activated only?
Continuous vs. Motion Activated Surveillance
Motion Activated 20%

80%
Continuous

Question 20: How often is video surveillance reviewed?

Number of Centers

Video Surveillance Reviews
35
30
25
20

35

15
10

3

3

1

5
0
A

Weekly

19

B

Monthly

C

Only if/when
there is an
incident or
reason to review

D

Other

Video Surveillance
Question 21: Who has access to the video surveillance footage?
Video Surveillance Access

Number of Centers

20
15
10

20

16
14

10

5

1

6

5

0
A

Medical
Director

B

DON

C

Nurse
Manager

D

Office
Manager

E

Admin.

F

No one
on site

G

Other

Question 22: Is the video footage backed up or
stored by a 3rd party company?
Video Footage Storage
Stored w/ 3rd
party
42%

58%
Backed up
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Security
Question 23: Does your facility have a security or alarm system?
Security or Alarm System?
6%

94%

Y

N

Question 24: How are “restricted access” areas entered?
Access to Restricted Areas

Number of Centers

70
60
50

62

40
30

25

20

22

5

1

10
0
B

Card
Reader

C

Keypad/
Combo
Lock

D

Fingerprint

E

Multiple
Security
Measures

F

Other

21 The answers provided for “other” were all methods using key access.

Security
Question 25: How does your facility order Class II CS?

Number of Centers

Class II CS Ordering
80
60
40

75

1

20

0

28

0
A

B

No CII’s
stocked

C

Paper
DEA 222
forms

D

CSOS Online

Other

Question 26: If DEA 22 forms are used, where are they stored?
DEA 222 Form Storage
Number of Centers

71
80
60
40

18
4

20
0
A

In folder w/ other
narc inv. docs

22

1
B

Locked in the
narc
safe/cabinet

C

Locked in
manager/
supervisor’s
office

D

In another area
readily available
to staff, unlocked

Security
Question 27: If DEA 222 forms
are used, are the pre-signed by
the registrant?

Question 28: If DEA 222 forms
are used, are serial numbers
tracked and marked when used?

DEA Forms Pre-signed?

Serial Numbers Tracked and Marked?

7%

13%

87%

93%

Y

N

Y

N

Question 29: Does your facility employ a security guard?
Security Guard Presence
91

Num ber of Centers

100
80
60
40

3

1

0
A

Yes, 24/7

23

4

1

20

B

Only
during the
day

C

Only over
night

D

Occasionally
patrols
facility and
parking lot

E

Never

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE INTAKE
Whenever possible, JDJ Consulting recommends separating
components of controlled substance management among
multiple employees. Managing inventory, ordering controlled
substances, unpacking CS, and signing the CS into inventory are
tasks that should ideally be performed by different staff
members. If it’s not possible to separate these duties completely,
try to rotate which staff member performs each duty. The same
staff member should not perform all components of controlled
substance management.
Question 30: Consider controlled substance management and
indicate the scenarios that best describe your facility
Controlled Substance Management
61

Number of Centers

70
60
50
40

20

30

10

20
10
0
A

All components
are done by the
same staff
member

24

8

B

Several staff
members
complete all
these duties

C

Each
component is
complete by a
diff staff
member

D

Other

Several respondents provided multiple answers for question 30.

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE INTAKE
Question 31: Does the same person order CS and receive
the shipment when it’s delivered?
44% of respondents said
Question 32: The same person
that YES, the same person
orders CS and tracks DEA 222
orders and receives the
forms.
shipment of CS. This is
16%
considered a risk factor
for diversion potential.

84%
Y

N

Question 34: Is the delivery driver
allowed into the narcotic storage area?

Question 33: 73.7% of
centers participating
in this study reported
that the delivery
driver requires a
signature for
controlled substance
shipments.

1%

Y

25

99%

N

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE INTAKE
Question 35: Is it common for
one staff member to open
alone in the morning?

Question 36: Is it common for
one staff member to close
alone in the evening?

37.7% of respondents
answered yes to question 35.

30.3% of respondents
answered yes to question 36.

As the drug diversion and opioid epidemic evolve, we believe
that violent theft of controlled substances from healthcare
facilities could happen. There are well documented cases of
retail pharmacies being burglarized for controlled substances,
and more recently in the news, of patients assaulting
physicians for controlled substance scripts or drugs. Consider
whether staff arrive alone or depart alone at the beginning
and end of the day. Do you feel that this is a safe practice?
Should multiple staff members arrive at the same time, or
wait for a co-worker arrives before entering the building?
Should they circle the parking lot once before entering to
make sure no one is waiting at the entrance? One suggestion
is to ask staff whether they feel safe if they ever arrive or
depart alone. While we do not have current reason to suspect
healthcare workers are in danger, it is our concern that soon
opioid addicts could target surgery centers and hospitals for
their controlled substance inventory.
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DRUG DIVERSION EDUCATION
We hope that as you review this benchmarking study, you’re
contemplating what revisions might be made to your facility’s
drug diversion prevention program. Whether you’ve never
considered it before, have begun to outline prevention metrics,
or are a seasoned diversion preventionist, there is always
something more we can improve upon. JDJ Consulting has been
on the forefront of drug diversion, and still we are learning new
things and re-evaluating our approach.
Question 38: What type of diversion education is performed at
your facility?
Question 37:
57.7% of
respondents
reported drug
diversion
training

Drug Diversion Education

Number of Centers

40

37

35

25

30

19

25
20

9

9

15
10

3

5
0
A

B

Staff
Consultant
Pharmacist has completed
test/
provided inservice on drug competency
diversion

27

C

Attended
training
outside
facility

D

Completed
continuing
education

E

Watched
training
video at
facility

F

Other

Several respondents provided multiple answers for question 38.

DRUG DIVERSION EDUCATION
Question 39: Does your facility have a
drug diversion prevention policy or plan?
Drug Diversion Prevention Plan
27%

73%

Y

N

Question 40: Has staff had an opportunity to review the policy or
plan?
Of the 70
respondents
answering
YES to
Question 39…

28

63 of them
said their
staff had had
a chance to
review the
policy

APPENDIX D is
JDJ Consulting’s
sample Drug
Diversion Prevention
Plan. Please note
that this should be
tailored to your
center’s needs!

SUSPECTED DRUG DIVERSION
As members of New Jersey’s Drug Diversion Coalition, JDJ
Consulting attends state conferences annually. Nationally known
diversion specialist, Kimberly New, made a startling remark back
during the 2016 meeting. New said that even though she works
in a hospital where it’s well known that they have a very active
drug diversion department, lead by herself as an individual who
is nationally recognized by her work on this subject, they still
encounter 1 or 2 cases of confirmed drug diversion monthly. We
should all take pause and consider that if this is true, certainly a
facility running for decades might encounter a case of drug
diversion at least once? Coupled with the statistic that the rate of
addiction is the same among healthcare workers as it is the
general population, roughly 10-14%, one thing should be clear:
The development and maintenance of a drug diversion action
plan is a necessity at all healthcare facilities stocking controlled
substances.

Turn to
APPENDIX E
to see our
sample
Drug
Diversion
Action Plan.
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Question 41: 74.4% of respondents reported
having a Drug Diversion Action Plan.
Question 42: Only 22% of respondents have
ever suspected drug diversion at their facility.
Question 43: Only 16% of respondents
reported having confirmed diversion at their
facility.

STAFF
Question 44: Is your facility a member of a
Drug Diversion prevention organization?

Only 4
facilities
answered
yes to
question 44.

Question 45: Does your facility drug test
on hire?
45%
55%

Y

Question 46: Does your
facility random drug test?
17%

N

Consider this: If your facility
doesn’t have a Human
Resources department, where
do you source your HR
information from?

83%

Y

N

Discuss your drug testing policies with your HR department or
legal counsel. Consider testing upon hire and randomly. While
developing your drug diversion prevention and action plan,
think of the steps you might take in the instance of suspected
drug diversion. Would the ability to test employees be
beneficial to your investigation?
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STAFF
Question 47: Who manages the main narcotic cabinet and CS’s
stored inside?
Main Narcotic Cabinet Manager
Number of Centers

87
100
80
60
40

13

0

20
0
A

B

Clinical employees,
such as nursing
staff

C

Anesthesia
providers

Both employees and
anesthesia providers

Question 48: Who performs the beginning and end of day
Controlled Substance counts?
Beginning and End of Day Counts
68

63

Number of Centers

70

31

60
50
40

15

30

9

20

4

10

4

0
A

Same staff
member
performs
both

B

Same staff
always
performs
beginning ct.

C

Same staff
always
performs
end ct.

D

E

First staff Last staff to
leave
to arrive
performs
performs
beg. count end count

F

Nurse manager
assigns staff to
beg/end counts

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE DISPOSAL
In September of 2014, the DEA published a document referred to as
“The Final Rule”. This document specifically discussed the appropriate
disposal and destruction of controlled substances. Disposal is a term
that might be used when referring to the removal of drug from stock,
such as throwing away or putting into the correct bin to be removed
from property. Destruction, however, has a very specific meaning and
should not be conflated with disposal. When the DEA refers to a drug
as destroyed, it is defined as rendering the drug non-retrievable, a
state which can only be accomplished through incineration or
chemical digestion.
Since most healthcare facilities do not have access to an incinerator,
several companies offering chemical digestion solutions have
emerged. Examples of these companies are Rx Destroyer or Cactus
Smart Sink. Some states allow for surgery centers to destroy expired
controlled substances on site, with permission from their state
Controlled Dangerous Substance (CDS) department. Other states
require destruction of expired controlled substances to be performed
by a company licensed by the DEA. These are known as Reverse
Distributors. Commercial disposal companies, such as SteriCycle,
Daniels, and Waste Management, even have disposal bins available,
although the prices for these services should be carefully considered
when choosing the best solution for your facility.
Whichever the case, all states share one commonality: the wasting of
partial syringes and vials of non-expired controlled substances must be
performed in a responsible way which limits, to every extent, the
potential for drug diversion.
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CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE DISPOSAL
Method of Disposal
90

Question 49:
How do you
dispose of
partial
syringes?

87

Number of Centers

80
70
60
50
40
30
20

3

10

5

5

8

2

2

2

0
A

B

C

D

E

F

Shot into RX
Shot into
Squirted Shot into
Destroyer
box
into the coffee
bottle
Shot into serviced Shot into trash can grounds
or kitty
a Cactus by drug Sharps
litter
disposal
Smart
container
then
company
Sink
disposed

G

H

Other
Shot
down
the
sink

Partial syringes should never be shot into a sharps container, even if the
liquid is not a controlled substance. Nor should partial syringes be placed
into the sharps container still containing drug. Any liquid found at the bottom
of a sharps container is assumed, by surveyors, to be a controlled substance.
It’s nearly impossible to prove otherwise without sending the substance out
for testing, which can be non-conclusive and expensive. Furthermore, the
liquid pooled at the bottom of the sharps container is an appealing
substance for potential drug diverters. Although it may be surprising, those
desperate to divert drugs might actually remove that liquid for illicit use. The
same can be said for any partial syringes squirted into a trash can. Surveyors
have argued that even chucks can be wrung out, so squirting into absorbent
material should be avoided, also.
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CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE DISPOSAL
Question 50: If allowed by your state, does your facility destroy
expired CS’s on-site?
NJ On-Site Destruction

42%
58%

Y

N

In the past, many facilities may
have squirted controlled
substances into coffee grounds
or kitty litter. The DEA has firmly
regarded this as an unacceptable
method of disposal. Although
surprising, some individuals
seeking controlled substances
illegally might ingest the coffee
grounds or kitty litter which
were used for controlled
substance disposal.

Finally, multiple state and accrediting agencies have regulated that
controlled substance waste should not be flushed, which includes
putting controlled substances down the drain or into public sewer
through any means.
Since these disposal techniques are unacceptable, there are only a few
solutions for the disposal of partial syringes or vials of controlled
substances. One option is a chemical digestion product such as Rx
Destroyer, Cactus Smart Sink, or another similar product. Another
option is a container serviced by a medication disposal company, such
as SteriCycle or Daniels, which is adequately secure and removed by the
contracted company for incineration. Any other option should be
discussed with the consultant pharmacist for appropriateness.
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CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE DISPOSAL
Question 51: If you answered “yes” to question 50, what
method of destruction do you use?
Question 52: 39%
of respondents use
a Reverse
Distributor

On-Site Method Destruction (NJ)
70

63

Number of Centers

60
50
40
30
20
10

2

0

2

2

0

1

0
G

Other

F

Combined with
kitty litter or
coffee grounds

E

Thrown in trash

D

Shot into chuck
and disposed

C

Flushed down
drain

B

Incineration

RX Destroyer

A

Question 53: 89%
of respondents
continue to count
CS’s until destroyed
or sent away for
destruction

Since the acceptable methods of controlled substance destruction are
incineration and chemical digestion, the same options exist for the
destruction of expired controlled substances as the destruction of
partial syringes and vials. Please contact your consultant pharmacist if
you’re unsure whether the destruction of expired controlled substances
within your facility is allowed in your state. If opting to destroy
controlled substances in your facility, be sure to obtain permission using
a 33
state form, not the DEA Form for destruction, which is reserved for
use by Reverse Distributors.

Human Resources + Legal
Question 54: 85% of responders have an HR
staff member or resource available for contact
in the event of diversion

Question 55: 95% of responders have legal
counsel they can contact in the event of
diversion

Question 56: 76% of responders know if drug
testing is allowable according to the HR
policy/policies

Question 57: 92% of responders feel confident
in their ability to manage a suspected diversion
event or know where to find a policy for
guidance
36

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE CONTINUUM
69%

61%

59%

65%

63%

70%

76%

76%

75%

77%

Each step in the continuum above is labeled with the percentage
of respondents who reported auditing at that stage. JDJ
Consulting recommends performing audits at every stage of the
controlled substances “life”. From placing an order, to use, to
disposal, controlled substances should be monitored while within
your center’s inventory. Ultimately, it is the registrant who is
responsible for the drug during this time, however, the
anesthesia provider who has signed for use of controlled
substances during the day, is temporarily responsible for that
sub-stock. Performing audits at each stage of the controlled
substance’s continuum ensures that the drug is being handled
properly, risk of diversion is minimized, and that all staff are
maintaining compliance with Federal, State, and Accrediting
regulations concerning controlled substances.
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BRINGING YOU
THE ANSWERS YOU NEED
If you feel that your facility would benefit from additional
support, consider JDJ Consulting’s Narcotic Diversion Risk
Analysis. We bring our multidisciplinary team of diversion
specialists to perform an on-site deep dive into your facility’s
narcotic management system. Our audit can be performed as
a prevention measure or as part of an investigation into
suspected drug diversion.
In addition to our risk analysis, JDJ Consulting offers the
following services to all of our contracted clients as part of the
standard service agreement:
• Policy and Procedure Review
• Staff Education and Inservicing
• Internal Audit Tools
• Regulatory Resources
Not to mention our extensive experience in the field of
medication management and narcotic diversion prevention!
To learn more about our risk analysis, please contact us!

DRUG DIVERSION RISK ANALYSIS

Summary
Thank you again for taking the time to
participate in our benchmarking study and to
review our findings.
It is our goal to deliver truly valuable
information to our clients. We hope that
after reviewing this study, you’re able to
consider what improvements might be made
to enhance the drug diversion prevention
measures at your own facility.
At JDJ Consulting, we’re always considering
ways to better serve our clients. If you have
any suggestions for future benchmarking
studies, have questions about this study, or
would like to discuss improving your own
center’s diversion prevention or action plan,
please contact us.

APPENDIX A

For a PDF or Word copy of this document, email
madison@jdjconsulting.net

APPENDIX B

For a PDF or Word copy of this document, email madison@jdjconsulting.net
This sheet is available as a 2 page (front/ back) form
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DATA SET

JDJ Consulting is committed to providing our clients with
valuable benchmarking studies. We have always included
copies of the complete data set in the back of our
booklets. However, as we continue to expand our studies,
the data collection becomes more complex, and the
number of respondents increases, we are unable to
include the data set in an easy-to-read format. If you
would like a copy of the complete data set, please contact
Madison at Madison@jdjconsulting.net and we will
provide you with a copy.
If you no longer have your data collection sheet and would
like us to forward you a copy, please contact us.
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